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Background noise is distracting
Calls and online meetings sound less than ideal when you 
rely on the in-built sound on your laptop, as people on the 
other end of your call can hear all the noise around you. 
After all, no one wants to hear your co-workers chatting 
or your dog barking when they’re trying to focus on the 

discussion at hand.

It’s time to choose professional sound
Jabra has the technology to make these issues 
a thing of the past. Our headsets can block out 
background noise to pick up just the sound of your 
voice, so you’ll always sound crisp and clear, for more 
professional meetings every time. 

Getting complaints about your sound?
In fact, people using their laptop’s microphone 
are almost 10x more likely to face complaints 
about their background noise than those using 
a professional noise-cancelling headset like our 
Jabra Evolve2 range. So do your colleagues on the 
other end of the line a favor and upgrade to more 
professional sound.

99%
say poor sound quality 

negatively affects  
virtual meetings

96% 
of people using their laptop 
audio for online meetings  

say their experience  
could be better

30% 
of laptop audio users say 
people complain about 
their background noise  

in online meetings

Banish bad sound

We’re sound experts  
– so you don’t have to be 

Data source: Jabra Global Quantitative Research, N= 397 Jabra Evolve users, January 2023



Professional solutions
Jabra is a world leader in audio, video, and 
collaboration solutions, building on 150 years 
history of engineering expertise within the  
GN group.

At Jabra, we have a track record of developing 
innovative communications to transform how  
you work in the office, at home, and everywhere  
in-between. 

With Jabra noise-cancelling headsets and 
speakerphones, you can rest assured that you’ll 
always hear and be heard clearly and professionally 
on every call.

Going above and beyond
Our world-class GN Research Lab engineers 
outstanding solutions that combine the latest 
functionality with the highest standards of quality. 

We extensively test our products for reliability, 
durability, and comfort to ensure they withstand the 
rigors of intensive, everyday use.

And while our technology may be clever, we make 
it easy and intuitive to use, with plug-and-play 
solutions that enable you to enjoy more productive 
communications from the word go.

Buy in confidence
Jabra solutions are designed to work easily with 
a wide range of communications technology. We 
take compatibility a step further, submitting our 
products to rigorous testing with leading online 
meeting platforms including Microsoft Teams, Zoom, 
and Google Meet to achieve certification. Certified 
products are proven to work seamlessly with a 
platform, delivering easy connectivity and superior 
performance right out of the box.

The certification badges shown in this guide will  
help you choose the right products for your 
particular setup.

Work better with Jabra

99%
of people say they see 
real benefits using our 

Jabra Evolve2 headsets 
for online meetings1

say they would always 
use their Jabra Evolve2 
headset for important 

meetings1

9      10out  
of 30MIL

professionals are using a 
Jabra Evolve headset2

1 Jabra Global Quantitative Research, N= 397 Jabra Evolve users, January 2023.
2 GN Sell-in data



Choose the right solution

FACTORS TO CONSIDER FEATURES TO LOOK FOR

Headset or speakerphone? Headsets are ideal for shared work spaces; if you 
have your own office, you can choose between a headset or speakerphone.

Our Bluetooth® wireless headsets offer a range of up to 30m/100ft from 
your connected device - ideal if you want to grab a coffee while you talk. You 
can also connect them to a laptop and mobile phone at the same time.

Noise cancelling microphones reduce background noise like office chatter 
being picked up by your microphone, making you sound crisp and clear

Active Noise Cancellation (ANC) helps silence the noise around you,  
making it easier for you to concentrate

Stereo headsets (with two earcups) help minimize noise while mono 
headsets (with one earcup) suit a quieter space

Headsets with foldaway boom arms or earbud styles look discreet when 
you’re out and about

MS or UC? Our devices come in Microsoft Teams (MS) and Unified 
Communications (UC) versions. Choose an MS version if you work mainly 
with Teams and choose a UC version if you mainly use another platform.

We recommend our Evolve2 headsets for office and home workers and  
Engage headsets for contact center and customer service workers

Do you work in an open-plan space or have your own office?

Do you need the freedom to move during calls? 

How noisy is your work environment?

Do you need to take calls or stay focussed in busy environments?

What style works best for you?

Do you want something discreet to work on-the-go?

Do you use Microsoft Teams, Zoom, Google Meet or other meeting platforms?

Are you an office worker or a customer service or contact center agent?



Solutions for office workers

The Desk Worker
Corded headsets for superior sound and 
simple set up.

The Walk and Talk-er
Headsets with amazing sound and 
wireless freedom.

WE RECOMMEND: EVOLVE22 50

•   Corded headset that plugs into your 
PC and connects to a smartphone 

•   Shield yourself from noise around you 
with Active Noise Cancellation

•   Sound crystal clear on calls with 2 
noise-cancelling microphones 

•   Wear all day with ergonomic ear 
cushions and ultra-soft headband

•   Great for calls and listening to music

WE RECOMMEND: EVOLVE22 75

•   Wireless headset with long-lasting 
battery life up to 36 hours 

•   Silence noise around you with 
Adjustable Active Noise Cancellation

•   Sound crystal clear on calls with 8 
noise-cancelling microphones 

•   Stay comfortable with leatherette 
headband and dual-foam speakers

•   Looks discreet with a boom arm that 
hides away 

To see our full range, visit jabra.com

EVOLVE2 50EVOLVE2 75

Also consider: EVOLVE2 55 Also consider: EVOLVE2 55

Stereo and mono versions Stereo and mono versions

http://jabra.com


The Manager
Next-generation speakerphones for 
people with their own office.

The Contact Center Agent
Our best noise cancelling headsets for 
customer calls.

WE RECOMMEND: SPEAK22 75

•   Sound great with noise-cancelling 
microphones to cut background noise

•   See how well you sound with a color-
coded light 

•   Hear everyone, even if you speak at 
the same time 

•   Easy to use. Intuitive LED controls. 
Travel pouch included.

•   Go wireless with up to 32 hours 
battery or connect by USB cable 

WE RECOMMEND: ENGAGE 50 II

•   Professional corded headset that plugs 
into your PC

•   Best headset for clear customer calls 
with 3 best-in-class microphones1

•   Improve call quality with real-time  
on-screen notifications2

•   Built for intensive wear with lightweight, 
durable design 

•   Easy control of your calls with 
detachable control unit 

1 See Jabra.com/commercial-claims
2 Free software download required
 

Solutions for office workers

To see our full range, visit jabra.com

SPEAK2 75ENGAGE 50 II

http://jabra.com


Solutions for home workers

The Kitchen Table Workers
Get a flexible solution to work from home.

The Home Office Workers
Get the ideal set up for your dedicated 
home office.

WE RECOMMEND: EVOLVE22 55

•   Wireless headset with long-lasting 
battery life up to 18 hours 

•   Wear in comfort with ergonomic ear 
cushions and ultra-soft headband

•   Shield yourself from noise around you 
with Active Noise Cancellation

•   Sound crystal clear on calls with 2 
noise-cancelling microphones 

•   Great for calls, music and media with 
personalizable sound

WE RECOMMEND: SPEAK22 40

•   Sound great with noise-cancelling microphones

•   Hear everyone, even if you speak at the same time 

•   Easy to use. Intuitive LED controls. Travel pouch included.

•   Easy to connect with both USB A and USB C adapters on one cable 

WE RECOMMEND: PANACAST 20

•   Premium quality 4K Ultra-HD personal video camera 

•   Look your best with automatic lighting optimization and framing

•   Simply plug into your PC and start your meeting

•   Clips to any screen. Comes with carry case.

To see our full range, visit jabra.com

EVOLVE2 55

SPEAK2 40

PANACAST 20

http://jabra.com


Solutions for on-the-go workers

The Digital Nomad
Solutions for people working on-the-
move with their phone and laptop.

The Mobile Worker
Solutions for people having meetings at 
home, the office, and other locations.

WE RECOMMEND: EVOLVE22 BUDS

•   Professional true wireless earbuds with up 
to 33 hours battery life

•   Connect easily to PC and smartphone at 
the same time 

•   Shield yourself from noise with Active 
Noise Cancellation

•   Sound great even when taking calls in 
busy places

•   Comfortable and durable. Great for calls 
and music.

WE RECOMMEND: EVOLVE22 65 FLEX

•   Unique fold-and-go wireless headset with slimline travel pouch

•   Outstanding comfort with cushioned headband and flexible earcups

•   Silence noise around you with Hybrid Active Noise Cancellation

•   Sound crystal clear on calls with 2 noise-cancelling microphones 

WE RECOMMEND: PANACAST 20

•   Premium quality 4K Ultra-HD personal video camera 

•   Look your best with automatic lighting optimization and framing

•   Simply plug into your PC and start your meeting

•   Clips to any screen. Comes with carry case

To see our full range, visit jabra.com

EVOLVE2 BUDS

EVOLVE2 65 FLEX 

PANACAST 20

http://jabra.com


Solutions for meeting rooms

Portable audio and video 
for small meeting rooms
Meet anywhere with this portable all-in-
one conferencing solution .

Speakerphones for 
small meeting rooms
Outstanding next-generation 
speakerphone.

WE RECOMMEND: MEET ANYWHERE+

•   Easy to use professional meeting 
solution that plugs into a laptop 

•   Includes video camera, speakerphone, 
table stand, and travel case

•   Share a wall-to-wall view of the room 
with a 180° field-of-view

•   Frames the active speaker 
automatically with Intelligent Zoom

•   Enjoy outstanding audio quality with 
premium speakerphone 

WE RECOMMEND: SPEAK22 75

•   Sound great with noise-cancelling 
microphones to cut background noise

•   See how well you sound with a color-
coded light 

•   Hear everyone, even if you speak at the 
same time 

•   Easy to use. Intuitive LED controls. 
Travel pouch included.

•   Go wireless with up to 32 hours battery 
or connect by USB cable 

To see our full range, visit jabra.com

MEET ANYWHERE+SPEAK2 75

http://jabra.com


Solutions for meeting rooms

Video conferencing for small  
and medium meeting rooms 
Upgrade your meeting room with our award-winning 
audio and video conferencing bar .

WE RECOMMEND: PANACAST 50

•   Easy to use. Just plug in your laptop and start  
your meeting

•   See everyone in the room with a 180° field-of-view  
in Panoramic-4K

•   Hear everyone clearly with 8 professional-grade 
microphones 

•   Make meetings inclusive with intelligent video experiences 

•   Share your whiteboard with no need for a  
separate camera

To see our full range, visit jabra.com

97% 
say video conferencing 
makes remote workers  
feel more connected

87% 
of executives say video 

conferencing strengthens 
customer relationships

92% 
of executives say video 

conferencing has a positive 
impact on performance

Data source: Joint Forbes and Zoom study - http://i.forbesimg.com/forbesinsights/zoom/The_Connected_Culture.pdf

PANACAST 50

http://jabra.com


About Jabra 
Jabra is a world leading brand in audio, video, and collaboration solutions 
– engineered to empower consumers and businesses. We create solutions 
for contact centers, offices, and collaboration that help professionals work 
more productively from anywhere; and true wireless headphones and 
earbuds that let consumers better enjoy calls, music, and media. Proudly 
part of the GN Group, we are committed to letting people hear more, do 
more, and be more than they ever thought possible.



© 2023 GN Audio A/S. All rights reserved. Jabra® is a registered trademark of GN Audio A/S. All other trademarks included herein are the property of their respective owners (design and specifications 
are subject to change without notice).  
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Visit jabra.com

https://jabra.com/upgrade
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